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Abstract
Supervised machine learning models often as-
sociate irrelevant nuisance factors with the
prediction target, which hurts generalization.
We propose a framework for training robust
neural networks that induces invariance to
nuisances through learning to discover and
separate predictive and nuisance factors of
data. We present an information theoretic
formulation of our approach, from which we
derive training objectives and its connections
with previous methods. Empirical results on
a wide array of datasets show that the pro-
posed framework achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance, without requiring nuisance annota-
tions during training.
1 Introduction
Predictive models that incorporate irrelevant nuisance
factors in the decision making process are vulnerable to
poor generalization, especially when predictions need
to be made on data with previously unseen configura-
tions of nuisances (Achille and Soatto, 2018b,a; Alemi
et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al., 2018). This dependence
on spurious connections between the prediction target
and extraneous factors also makes models less reli-
able for practical use. Supervised machine learning
models often learn such false associations due to the
nature of the training objective and the optimization
procedure (Jaiswal et al., 2018). Consequently, there
is a growing interest in the development of training
strategies that make supervised models robust through
invariance to nuisances (Achille and Soatto, 2018b,a;
Alemi et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al., 2018, 2019a; Louizos
et al., 2016; Moyer et al., 2018; Jaiswal et al., 2020).
Information theoretic and statistical measures have
been traditionally used to prune out features that are
unrelated to the prediction target (Gao et al., 2016;
Miao and Niu, 2016). These approaches are not directly
applicable to neural networks (NNs) that use complex
raw data as inputs, e.g., images, speech signals, natural
language text, etc. Motivated by the fact that NNs
learn latent representations of data in the form of
activations of their hidden layers, recent works (Achille
and Soatto, 2018b,a; Alemi et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al.,
2018) have framed robustness to nuisance for NNs as
the task of invariant representation learning. In this
formulation, latent representations of NNs are made
invariant through (1) na¨ıvely training models with
large variations of nuisance factors (e.g., through data
augmentation) (Ko et al., 2015; Krizhevsky et al., 2012),
or (2) training mechanisms that lead to the exclusion of
nuisance factors from the latent representation (Achille
and Soatto, 2018b; Alemi et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al.,
2018, 2019a; Louizos et al., 2016; Moyer et al., 2018;
Xie et al., 2017). Previous works have shown that the
latter is a more effective approach for learning invariant
representations (Achille and Soatto, 2018b; Alemi et al.,
2016; Jaiswal et al., 2018; Louizos et al., 2016; Moyer
et al., 2018; Jaiswal et al., 2019b; Hsu et al., 2019).
In this work, we propose a method for inducing
nuisance-invariance through learning to discover and
separate predictive and nuisance factors of data. The
proposed framework generates a complete representa-
tion of data in the form of two independent embeddings
— one for encoding predictive factors and another for
nuisances. This is achieved by augmenting the target-
prediction objective, during training, with a reconstruc-
tion loss for decoding data from the said complete rep-
resentation while simultaneously enforcing information
constraints on the two constituent embeddings.
We present an information theoretic formulation of
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this approach and derive two equivalent training ob-
jectives as well as its relationship with previous meth-
ods. The proposed approach does not require annota-
tions of nuisance factors for inducing their invariance,
which is desired both in practice and in theory (Achille
and Soatto, 2018a). Extensive experimental evalua-
tion shows that the proposed framework outperforms
previous state-of-the-art methods that do not employ
nuisance annotations as well as those that do.
2 Related Work
Several approaches for invariant representation learning
within neural networks have been proposed in recent
works. These can be generally divided into two groups:
those that require annotations (Li et al., 2014; Lopez
et al., 2018; Louizos et al., 2016; Moyer et al., 2018;
Xie et al., 2017; Zemel et al., 2013) for the undesired
factors of data, and those that do not (Achille and
Soatto, 2018b; Alemi et al., 2016; Jaiswal et al., 2018).
Methods that require annotations of undesired factors
are suitable for targeted removal of specific kinds of
information from the latent space. They are, thus,
applicable for removing those factors of data that are
correlated with the prediction target but are undesired
due to external reasons, e.g., biased variables corre-
sponding to race and gender. However, the need for
annotations of undesired factors during training is a
constraint that may not always be reasonable for every
application, which limits the usage of these methods.
Numerous models have been introduced that use an-
notations of undesired factors during training. The
NN+MMD model of Li et al. (2014) minimizes Maxi-
mum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) (Gretton et al., 2007)
as a regularizer for removing undesired information.
The Variational Fair Autoencoder (VFAE) (Louizos
et al., 2016) is a Variational Autoencoder (VAE) that
accounts for the unwanted factor in the probabilistic
generative process and additionally uses MMD to boost
invariance. Lopez et al. (2018) use the Hilbert-Schmidt
Independence Criterion (HSIC) (Gretton et al., 2005)
instead of MMD in their HSIC-constrained VAE (HCV)
for the same purpose. The Controllable Adversarial
Invariance (CAI) model (Xie et al., 2017) uses the
gradient reversal trick (Ganin et al., 2016) to penal-
ize a model if it encodes the undesired factors. Fader
Networks (Lample et al., 2017) when applied to the
invariance task also reduce to the CAI model. Moyer
et al. (2018) present a conditional form of the Infor-
mation Bottleneck (IB) objective (Tishby et al., 1999)
and optimize its variational bound (CVIB).
Annotation-free invariance methods cannot be used to
remove biased information from the latent embedding
because there is no way to tell whether a predictive
factor is biased or not. However, this class of methods
is well suited for learning representations invariant
to nuisances, largely due to two reasons — (1) these
approaches require no additional annotation besides the
prediction target, making them more widely applicable
in practice, and (2) it is known (Achille and Soatto,
2018a) that nuisance annotations are not necessary for
learning minimal yet sufficient representations of data
for a prediction task.
Training a supervised model with the Information Bot-
tleneck (IB) objective (Tishby et al., 1999) can com-
press out all nuisances from the latent embedding un-
der optimality (Achille and Soatto, 2018a). However,
in practice, IB is very difficult to optimize (Achille
and Soatto, 2018b; Alemi et al., 2016). Recent works
have approximated IB variationally (Alemi et al., 2016)
or in the form of information dropout (Achille and
Soatto, 2018b). The Unsupervised Adversarial Invari-
ance (UAI) (Jaiswal et al., 2018) framework achieves
invariance to nuisances by learning a split represen-
tation of data through competition between target-
prediction and data-reconstruction objectives. The
proposed framework builds upon IB but learns to rep-
resent both predictive and nuisance data factors similar
to UAI. We show later in Section 4 that the UAI model
is a relaxation of the proposed framework. Further-
more, results in Section 5 show that the proposed model
outperforms both an exact IB method and UAI.
3 Separation of Predictive and
Nuisance Factors of Data
The working mechanism of neural networks can be in-
terpreted as the mapping of data samples x to latent
codes z (activations of an intermediate hidden layer)
followed by the inference of the target y from z, i.e.,
the sequence x −→ z −→ y. The goal of this work is
to learn z that are maximally informative for predict-
ing y but are invariant to all nuisance factors s. Our
approach for generating nuisance-free embeddings in-
volves learning a complete representation of data in
the form of two independent embeddings, zp and zn,
where zp encodes only those factors that are predictive
of y and zn encodes the nuisance information.
In order to learn zp and zn, we augment the prediction
objective E log p(y|zp) with a reconstruction objective
E log p(x|{zp, zn}) for decoding x from the complete
representation {zp, zn} while imposing information con-
straints on zp and zn in the form of mutual informa-
tion measures: I(zp : x), I(zn : x), and I(zp : zn).
The reconstruction objective and the information con-
straints encourage the learning of information-rich em-
beddings (Sabour et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016) and
promote the separation of predictive factors from nui-
sances into the two embeddings. In the following sec-
tions, we present an information theoretic formulation
of this approach and derive training objectives.
3.1 Invariance to Nuisance through
Information Discovery and Separation
The Information Bottleneck (IB) method (Tishby et al.,
1999) aims to learn minimal representations of data
that are sufficient for predicting y from x (Achille and
Soatto, 2018b). The optimization objective of IB can
be written as:
max I(z : y) (1)
s.t. I(z : x) ≤ Ic
where the goal is to maximize the predictive capabil-
ity of z while constraining how much information z
can encode. The method intuitively brings about a
trade-off between the prediction capability of z and its
information theoretic “size”, also known as the channel
capacity or rate. This is exactly the rate-distortion
trade-off (Tishby et al., 1999). While optimizing this
objective is, in theory, sufficient (Achille and Soatto,
2018a) for getting rid of nuisance factors with respect to
y, the optimization is difficult and relies on a powerful
encoder z = Encoder(x) that is capable of disentan-
gling factors of data effectively such that only nuisance
information is compressed away. In practice, this is
hard to achieve directly and methods that help the en-
coder better separate predictive factors from nuisances
(ideally, at an atomic level (Jaiswal et al., 2018)) are ex-
pected to perform better by retaining more predictive
information while being invariant to nuisances.
Our approach for improving this separation of predic-
tive and nuisance factors is to more explicitly learn
a complete representation of data that comprises two
independent embeddings: zp for encoding predictive
factors and zn for nuisances. The proposed optimiza-
tion objective can be written as:
max αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn}) (2)
s.t. I(zp : x) ≤ Ic
I(zp : zn) = 0
where α determines the relative importance of the two
mutual information terms. The optimization objective
in Equation 2 can be relaxed with multipliers such that
the objective J is:
J = αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn})
− λI(zp : x)− γI(zp : zn) (3)
where λ and γ denote multipliers for the I(zp : x) and
I(zp : zn) constraints, respectively. The optimization of
I(zp : y) and I(x : {zp, zn}) is straightforward through
their variational bounds (Alemi et al., 2016; Moyer
et al., 2018): E log p(y|zp) and E log p(x|{zp, zn}), re-
spectively. We discuss next the optimization of the
I(zp : x) and I(zp : zn) terms for inducing the desired
information separation.
3.2 Embedding Compression
We directly optimize the mutual information I(zp : x)
in Equation 3 for restricting the flow of information
from x to zp. In IB terminology, this is also referred
to as the compression of the zp embedding. We com-
pute a simple exact expression for this mutual infor-
mation using the recently developed method of Echo
noise (Brekelmans et al., 2019), which takes the same
shift-and-scale form as a VAE, but replaces the stan-
dard Gaussian noise with an implicit sampling proce-
dure. This is in direct contrast with previous IB meth-
ods for invariance (Achille and Soatto, 2018b; Alemi
et al., 2016), which optimize bounds on the compression
rate. The encoding zp is calculated as:
zp = fp(x) + Sp(x)εp (4)
where fp and Sp are parameterized by neural networks
with bounded output activations and the noise εp is
calculated recursively using Equation 4 on iid samples
x` from the data distribution qdata(x) as:
εp = fp(x
(0)) + Sp(x
(0))
(
fp(x
(1)) + Sp(x
(1))
(
... (5)
Thus, the noise corresponds to an infinite sum that
repeatedly applies Equation 4 to additional input sam-
ples. The key observation here is that the original
training sample x is also an iid sample from the input.
By simply relabeling the sample indices `, we can see
that the distributions of zp and εp match in the limit.
This yields (Brekelmans et al., 2019) an exact, analytic
form for the mutual information:
I(zp : x) = −Ex log |detSp(x)| (6)
Intuitively, given that (1) I(zp : x) = H(zp)−H(zp|x)
and that (2) the εp and zp distributions match, the
entropy in a conditional and unconditional draw from
zp differ only by the scaling factor Sp(x). We use Equa-
tion 6 to calculate the I(zp : x) term in our objective.
3.3 Independence between the Embeddings
The exact form of I(zp : zn) is much more difficult
to minimize than the I(zp : x) term described in Sec-
tion 3.2. We explore two approaches for enforcing
independence between zp and zn — (1) independence
through compression of both zp and zn, and (2) Hilbert-
Schmidt Independence Criterion. We also present the
corresponding complete training objectives.
Independence through Compression
The objective in Equation 3 can be re-arranged to
contain only terms limiting the information in each
embedding. We first state an identity based on the
chain rule of mutual information:
I(zp : zn) = I(zp : x)− I(zp : x|zn) + I(zp : zn|x) (7)
We next inspect the I(zp : zn|x) term in this identity
following (Moyer et al., 2018):
I(zp : zn|x) = H(zp|x)−H(zp|x, zn)
= H(zp|x)−H(zp|x) = 0 (8)
which is intuitively true because zp and zn are com-
puted only from x. Thus, we get:
I(zp : zn) = I(zp : x)− I(zp : x|zn) (9)
This gives us an alternate way for computing I(zp : zn)
but the I(zp : x|zn) is still difficult to calculate in this
expression. In order to simplify this further, we use
another key identity:
I(zp : x|zn) = I(x : {zp, zn})− I(zn : x) (10)
Substituting for I(zp : x|zn) in Equation 9, we get:
I(zp : zn) = I(zp : x) + I(zn : x)− I(x : {zp, zn}) (11)
The expression for I(zp : zn) in Equation 11 allows
for the enforcement of independence between zp and
zn by optimizing their joint and individual mutual
information with x. Using this identity, Equation 3
simplifies into two “relevant information” terms and
two compression terms as follows:
J = αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn})
− λI(zp : x)− γI(zp : zn)
= αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn})− λI(zp : x)
− γI(zp : x)− γI(zn : x) + γI(x : {zp, zn})
= αI(zp : y) + (1 + γ)I(x : {zp, zn})
− (λ+ γ)I(zp : x)− γI(zn : x) (12)
Intuitively, this corresponds to maximizing I(zp : y)
and I(x : {zp, zn}) while compressing zp more than zn.
The multipliers λ and γ can be separately tuned to
weight the compression of zp and zn. We calculate each
of the compression terms using the method described
in Section 3.2. The final training objective after sub-
stituting for the compression losses and the variational
bounds on I(zp : y) and I(x : {zp, zn}) is termed as
DSF-C and can be written as:
JˆDSF-C = αE log p(y|zp) + (1 + γ)E log p(x|{zp, zn})
+ (λ+ γ)E log |detSp(x)|+ γE log |detSn(x)| (13)
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion
Independence between zp and zn can also be achieved
through the optimization of the Hilbert-Schmidt In-
dependence Criterion (HSIC) (Gretton et al., 2005)
between the two embeddings. HSIC is a kernel gen-
eralization of covariance and constructing a penalty
out of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator norm of a kernel
covariance pushes variables to be mutually indepen-
dent (Lopez et al., 2018). This provides an intuitive
and a more “direct” option to enforce the independence
constraint on zp and zn.
The HSIC estimator (Lopez et al., 2018) is defined for
variables u and v with kernels h and k respectively.
Assuming that the kernels are both universal, the fol-
lowing is an estimator of a two-component HSIC:
HSIC
({(u, v)}Nn ) = 1N2 ∑
i,j
k(ui, uj)h(vi, vj)
+
1
N4
∑
i,j,k,l
k(ui, uj)h(vk, vl)
+
2
N3
∑
i,j,k
k(ui, uj)h(vi, vk) (14)
This is differentiable and can be used directly as a
penalty on the “dependent-ness” of variables. The final
training objective is termed as DSF-H (for short) and
can be written as:
JˆDSF-H = αE log p(y|zp) + E log p(x|{zp, zn})
+ λE log |detSp(x)| − γHSIC(zp, zn) (15)
3.4 Model Implementation and Training
We implemented the models in Keras with TensorFlow
backend. We used the Adam optimizer with 10−4
learning rate and 10−4 weight decay. The multiplier
α was fixed at 1; λ and γ were tuned through grid-
search over {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1}. We used diagonal
S(x) with number of samples limited to the batch-size
instead of the infinite sum as described in Section 3.2.
4 Analysis
In this section we derive a relationship between the
proposed framework and the UAI model (Jaiswal et al.,
2018). This analysis is useful in understanding both
the proposed model and UAI. We show that the UAI
objective is a relaxation of the objective we propose
in Equation 3, which additionally demonstrates the
superiority of the proposed framework for learning
nuisance-invariant representations.
We start with rearranging the proposed objective in
Equation 3 using the identity from Equation 9 as I(zp :
zp embedding zn embedding
Figure 1: t-SNE visualization of zp and zn embeddings of MNIST-ROT images labeled by rotation angle. As
desired, the zp embedding does not encode rotation information, which migrates to zn.
x) = I(zp : zn) + I(zp : x|zn). This gives us:
J = αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn})
− λI(zp : x)− γI(zp : zn)
= αI(zp : y) + I(x : {zp, zn})− λI(zp : zn)
− λI(zp : x|zn)− γI(zp : zn)
= αI(zp : y) +
{
I(x : {zp, zn})− λI(zp : x|zn)
}
− (λ+ γ)I(zp : zn) (16)
Recall that the chain rule for mutual information in
Equation 10 implies that I(x : {zp, zn}) = I(zn : x) +
I(zp : x|zn). In the expression I(x : {zp, zn})− λI(zp :
x|zn) in braces above, our objective simply down-
weights the I(zp : x|zn) component of I(x : {zp, zn})
as:
I(x : {zp, zn})− λI(zp : x|zn)
= I(zn : x) + (1− λ)I(zp : x|zn) (17)
This is equivalent to calculating I(x : {z˜p, zn}) for a
noisified z˜p = ψ(zp) such that:
I(x : {z˜p, zn}) = I(zn : x) + I(z˜p : x|zn) (18)
I(z˜p : x|zn) = (1− λ)I(zp : x|zn) (19)
where the free parameter λ can be chosen to enforce
this relationship. In particular, λ depends on I(zp :
x|{z˜p, zn}), which measures the information about x
that is destroyed by adding noise through ψ. We derive
this result using the chain rule for mutual information
in two different ways:
I(x : {z˜p, zp, zn}) = I(x : {z˜p, zn}) + I(zp : x|{z˜p, zn})
= I(x : {zp, zn}) + I(z˜p : x|{zp, zn})
∴ I(x : {zp, zn}) = I(x : {z˜p, zn}) + I(zp : x|{z˜p, zn})
(20)
In Equation 20, we used the fact that I(z˜p :
x|{zp, zn}) = 0 by the data processing inequality. Using
the chain rule again, we know that both I(x : {zp, zn})
and I(x : {z˜p, zn}) contain a I(zn : x) term. Canceling
out I(zn : x) and rearranging to match the form of
Equation 19, we obtain:
I(z˜p : x|zn) = I(zp : x|zn)− I(zp : x|{z˜p, zn}) (21)
Thus, the information using a noisy z˜p instead of zp
differs by a term of I(zp : x|{z˜p, zn}). Since λ is a
free parameter and does not appear elsewhere in the
objective, it can be set to satisfy Equation 19. The
objective function in Equation 16 can be rewritten with
this noisy z˜p as:
J = αI(zp : y) + I(x : {z˜p, zn})− γI(zp : zn) (22)
Although not explored in (Jaiswal et al., 2018), Equa-
tion 22 describes an information theoretic formulation
of UAI.
The UAI model uses independent multiplicative
Bernoulli noise to create a noisy z˜p = ψ(zp), which
is then used alongside zn in a variational decoder max-
imizing I(x : {z˜p, zn}). This has the indirect effect of
regularizing I(zp : x), since nuisance information can-
not be reliably passed through z˜p for the reconstruction
Table 1: MNIST-ROT results presented as accuracy for Θ = {0,±22.5,±45} that the models were trained on and
unseen ±55 and ±65 angles. VFAE could not be evaluated for ±55 and ±65 as it uses s as input for encoding
x and cannot be used for unseen s. The y-accuracy should be high but s-accuracy should be close to random
chance (0.20). RI indicates relative improvement in error-rate between DSF-H (ours) and UAI (previous best).
Acc. θ VFAE CAI CVIB UAI DSF-E DSF-C DSF-H RI
y
Θ 0.953 0.958 0.960 0.977 0.980 0.981 ± 0.001 0.981 ± 0.001 17%
±55 × 0.826 0.819 0.856 0.865 0.869 ± 0.001 0.873 ± 0.002 12%
±65 × 0.662 0.674 0.696 0.707 0.724 ± 0.002 0.732 ± 0.001 12%
s Θ 0.389 0.384 0.382 0.338 0.200 0.200 ± 0.001 0.200 ± 0.000 100%
Table 2: MNIST-DIL results presented as accuracy for various kernel sizes κ (positive for dilation and negative
for erosion). Models were trained on MNIST-ROT but tested on MNIST-DIL. RI indicates relative improvement
in error-rate between DSF-H (ours) and UAI (previous best).
Acc. κ VFAE CAI CVIB UAI DSF-E DSF-C DSF-H RI
y
-2 0.807 0.816 0.844 0.880 0.891 0.899 ± 0.002 0.907 ± 0.001 22%
2 0.916 0.933 0.933 0.958 0.964 0.966 ± 0.001 0.970 ± 0.001 28%
3 0.818 0.795 0.846 0.874 0.887 0.889 ± 0.002 0.892 ± 0.002 14%
4 0.548 0.519 0.586 0.606 0.608 0.608 ± 0.002 0.610 ± 0.002 1%
task. In contrast, the proposed objective in Equation 3
directly constrains the information channel between
x and zp, which guarantees invariance to nuisance at
optimality (Achille and Soatto, 2018a).
5 Experimental Evaluation
Empirical results are presented on four datasets
— MNIST-ROT (Jaiswal et al., 2018), MNIST-
DIL (Jaiswal et al., 2018), Multi-PIE (Gross et al.,
2008), and Chairs (Aubry et al., 2014), following previ-
ous works (Li et al., 2014; Louizos et al., 2016; Moyer
et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2017; Jaiswal et al., 2018). Sam-
ples of images in these datasets are shown in the sup-
plementary material. The proposed model is compared
with previous state-of-the-art: VFAE, CAI, CVIB, and
UAI. Results are also reported for an ablation version
of our framework, DSF-E, which models the IB objec-
tive in Equation 1. We optimize an exact expression for
I(zp : x), as presented in Section 3.2, for DSF-E. Hence,
we do not evaluate methods that are similar to the ab-
lation model but indirectly optimize I(zp : x) (Achille
and Soatto, 2018b; Alemi et al., 2016).
The accuracy of predicting y from zp is reported for the
trained models. Additionally, the accuracy of predict-
ing s is reported as a measure of invariance using two
layer neural networks that were trained post hoc to pre-
dict known s from zp, following previous works (Jaiswal
et al., 2018; Moyer et al., 2018). While the y-accuracy
is desired to be high, the s-accuracy should be close
to random chance of s for true invariance. Results
of the full version of our model are reported as mean
and standard-deviation based on five runs. We also
report relative improvements (%) in error-rate over pre-
vious best models. The error-rate for s is calculated as
the difference between s-accuracy and random chance.
Furthermore, t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) visual-
ization of the zp and zn embeddings are presented for
the DSF-H version of the proposed model for visualizing
the separation of nuisance factors.
MNIST-ROT: This dataset was introduced
in (Jaiswal et al., 2018) as an augmented version of
the MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998) dataset that contains
digits rotated at angles θ ∈ Θ = {0,±22.5,±45} for
training. Evaluation is performed on digits rotated at
θ ∈ Θ as well as for ±55 and ±65. We use the same
version of the dataset as (Jaiswal et al., 2018). The
NN instantiation of the proposed model also follows
UAI with two layers for encoding x into zp and zn,
two layers for inferring y from zp, and three layers
for reconstructing x from {zp, zn}. The digit class is
treated as y and categorical θ as s. Table 1 presents
results of our dataset, showing that all versions
of the proposed framework outperform previous
state-of-the-art models with DSF-H achieving the best
y-accuracies. Furthermore, without using s-labels, all
versions of the proposed framework achieve random
chance s-accuracy (0.20), which indicates perfect
invariance to rotation angle. Figure 1 shows the t-SNE
visualization of zp and zn. As evident, zp does not
cluster by rotation angle but zn does, which validates
zp – labeled by illumination zn – labeled by illumination
zp – labeled by pose zn – labeled by pose
Figure 2: t-SNE visualization of zp and zn embeddings of Multi-PIE images labeled by illumination (top row)
and pose (bottom row). As desired, zp does not encode illumination and pose, both of which migrate to zn.
Table 3: Multi-PIE — y-accuracy should be high but s-accuracy should be random chance (illumination (i):
0.25, pose (p): 0.20). Separate models were trained for illumination and pose for previous supervised invariance
methods: VFAE, CAI, and CVIB. RI indicates relative improvement in error-rate over previous best (UAI).
Acc. VFAE CAI CVIB UAI DSF-E DSF-C DSF-H RI
s: i s: p s: i s: p s: i s: p
y 0.67 0.62 0.76 0.77 0.51 0.46 0.82 0.83 0.85 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.01 28%
s: i 0.41 0.80 0.99 1.00 0.44 0.63 0.61 0.25 0.25 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.00 100%
s: p 0.65 0.29 0.98 0.98 0.45 0.28 0.32 0.20 0.20 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.00 100%
Table 4: Chairs results — y-accuracy should be high but s-accuracy should be random chance (0.25). RI indicates
relative improvement in error-rate between DSF-H (ours) and UAI (previous best).
Acc. VFAE CAI CVIB UAI DSF-E DSF-C DSF-H RI
y 0.72 0.68 0.67 0.74 0.84 0.86 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 54%
s 0.37 0.69 0.52 0.34 0.25 0.25 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00 100%
zp embedding zn embedding
Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of zp and zn embeddings of Chairs images labeled by yaw orientation. As desired,
the zp embedding does not encode orientation information, which migrates to zn.
that this nuisance factor is separated out and encoded
in zn instead of zp.
MNIST-DIL: This variant of MNIST contains dig-
its eroded or dilated with various kernel sizes κ ∈
{−2, 2, 3, 4}, as introduced in (Jaiswal et al., 2018).
MNIST-DIL is used for further evaluating models
trained on the MNIST-ROT dataset for varying stroke-
widths, which is not explicitly controlled in MNIST-
ROT but is implicitly present. Results in Table 2 show
that all versions of the proposed framework outperform
previous works by retaining more predictive informa-
tion in zp.
Multi-PIE: This is a dataset of face images of 337
subjects captured at 15 poses and 19 illumination con-
ditions with various facial expressions. A subset of
the data is prepared for this experiment that contains
264 subjects with images captured at five pose angles
{0,±15,±30} and four illumination conditions: neu-
tral, frontal, left, and right. The subject identity is
treated as y while pose and illumination are treated
as nuisances. The NN instantiation of the proposed
model uses one layer each for encoding zp and zn, and
for predicting y from zp, while two layers are used for
reconstructing x from {zp, zn}. Table 3 presents the
results of this experiment, showing that all versions of
the proposed model outperform previous works on both
y-accuracy and s-accuracy of both illumination and
pose. The t-SNE visualization of zp and zn in Figure 2
shows that both illumination and pose information are
separated out and encoded in zn instead of zp, resulting
in an invariant zp embedding.
Chairs: This dataset contains images of chairs at
various yaw angles, which are binned into four orien-
tations: front, back, left, and right. We use the same
version of this dataset as (Jaiswal et al., 2018) where
the yaw angles do not overlap between the train and
test sets. The NN instantiation follows (Jaiswal et al.,
2018) with two layers each for encoding zp and zn from
x, predicting y from zp, and reconstructing x from
{zp, zn}. Results are summarized in Table 4, showing
that all versions of the proposed framework outperform
previous methods by a large margin on both y-accuracy
and s-accuracy. All versions of the proposed frame-
work also achieve random chance s-accuracy (0.25),
which indicates perfect invariance to orientation, with-
out using s-labels during training. Figure 3 shows the
t-SNE visualization of zp and zn, further validating
that the orientation information is separated out of zp
and encoded in zn.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a novel framework for inducing
nuisance-invariant representations in supervised NNs
through learning to encode all information about the
data while separating out predictive and nuisance fac-
tors into independent embeddings. We provided an
information theoretic formulation of the approach and
derived training objectives from it. Furthermore, we
provided a theoretical analysis of the proposed model
and derived a connection with the UAI model, showing
that the proposed framework is superior to UAI. Em-
pirical results on benchmark datasets show that the
proposed framework outperforms previous works with
large relative improvements.
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